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Jquery Recipes 2011-02-18 take advantage of the improved performance and
reduced memory requirements of php version 7 and learn to utilize the
new built in php functions and features such as typed variable
enforcement with declare strict types 1 and the new available data types
scalar type declarations for function arguments and return statements
constant arrays using define argument unpacking with the operator
integer division with intdiv the null coalesce operator the spaceship
operator new exception types and improvements to existing features pro
php and jquery second edition is for intermediate level programmers
interested in building web applications using jquery and php updated for
php version 7 and the latest version of jquery this book teaches some
advanced php techniques and it shows you how to take your dynamic
applications to the next level by adding a javascript layer using the
jquery framework and apis after reading and using this book you ll come
away having built a fully functional php and jquery web application that
you can reapply as a template for your own particular web application
pro php and jquery second edition is for intermediate level programmers
interested in building web applications using jquery and php updated for
php version 7 and the latest version of jquery this book teaches some
advanced php techniques and it shows you how to take your dynamic
applications to the next level by adding a javascript layer using the
jquery framework and apis considered the most popular javascript
libraries after reading and using this book you ll come away
understanding a fully functional php using jquery web application case
study that you can reapply as a template for your own particular web
application moreover from php 7 you ll get uniform variable syntax the
ast based compilation process the added closure call bitwise shift
consistency across platforms the null coalesce operator unicode
codepoint escape syntax return type declarations and new and easier
extensions development with support for redis mongodb and much more
Pro PHP and jQuery 2016-02-01 this book is for intermediate programmers
interested in building ajax web applications using jquery and php along
with teaching some advanced php techniques it will show you how to take
your dynamic applications to the next level by adding a javascript layer
with jquery learn to utilize built in php functions to build calendar
tools learn how jquery can be used for ajax animation client side
validation and more
Pro PHP and jQuery 2010-08-06 building on your existing sql skills this
book teaches you how to apply useful jquery techniques to applications
developed using the oracle application express apex development tool pro
jquery in oracle application express covers the fundamentals you need to
start enhancing your applications with some practical examples that you
ll want in your own applications tomorrow jquery is a framework already
utilized by apex and by learning the basics of jquery you can leverage
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the flexible dynamic actions provide and see your applications raise the
bar discover why you should embrace html5 css and jquery library
capabilities and how they can enhance the user experience oracle
application express is a mature browser based rapid development
environment with a strong community base around the orclapex tag jquery
is a language for the browser with it you can treat your web page as if
it were a database interacting with a range of features and functions
that can make you into a more constructive more efficient developer
exemplifies how productive apex css and jquery can be transforms your pl
sql skills to css and jquery provides jquery snippets to enhance your
application ux
Pro jQuery in Oracle Application Express 2015-11-27 beginning jquery is
your step by step guide to learning the jquery library jquery is the
most popular javascript library in the web developer s toolkit jack
franklin takes you from the basics of getting you started with jquery
right through to extending jquery by writing your own plug ins you ll
discover best practices you can follow how you can avoid common mistakes
and you ll learn about so many of the things that jquery has to offer
including how you can use jquery s powerful tools to dynamically update
content on your site including dom manipulation extend jquery s
capabilities by writing your own plugins on top of the framework animate
elements and build your own jquery slider employ best practices and
avoid common errors made by beginners javascript is a powerful language
but every web developer must navigate the tricky issues around cross
browser inconsistencies beginning jquery teaches you how to use jquery
to avoid spending your time fixing these browser bugs letting you
concentrate on what really matters to you throughout beginning jquery
you ll discover how expressive yet concise jquery s code is and how much
quicker and efficient you can develop with jquery
Beginning jQuery 2013-03-12 learn about the most important concepts
surrounding web development and demystify jquery this book gives you the
confidence to abandon your jquery crutches and walk freely with the
power of the web api and javascript beyond jquery doesn t just throw
code at you everything is explained in detail from the perspective of a
jquery developer jquery is often injected into web applications and
libraries with no logical reason for pulling it in as a dependency many
web developers don t really know when they need to use jquery and when
they don t it s just a standard step when setting up a new library or
web application but relying solely on jquery as your window to the web
leaves large gaps in your knowledge this in turn results in frustration
when the abstraction that jquery provides leaks and exposes you to the
native aspects of the browser this book educates developers reveals the
magic behind jquery helps you solve common problems without it and gives
you more confidence to embrace the power of the web api and standardized
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javascript what you ll learn use the web api and standardized javascript
determine when you need jquery and when you don t review common
javascript utility functions work with html elements who this book is
for any web developer who is interested in learning how to live without
jquery and deepening their understanding of web development
Beyond jQuery 2016-10-19 practical jquery is your step by step guide to
using jquery in the real world taking you from downloading jquery all
the way to extending it by writing your own plug ins and testing the dom
using qunit jquery is one of today s most popular javascript web
application development frameworks and libraries while getting started
with the tool is easy sometimes it s not as simple to completely realize
the power and automation that it can bring to your development work and
that s especially the case when you re in the middle of a project up
against a deadline using this book you will learn how to use jquery s
powerful dom manipulation tools to dynamically update content on your
site you will be able to extend jquery s capabilities by writing your
own plugins on top of the framework animate elements build your own
jquery elements employ best practices and avoid common errors practical
jquery teaches you how with jquery you can unit test and refactor your
code you ll see how expressive yet concise jquery s code is and how much
quicker and efficient it is to develop with jquery get a fundamental
perspective on how jquery works how to understand select and build your
own plug ins and how to make sure your projects run at the peak of their
potential performance using practical jquery today
Practical jQuery 2015-07-09 jquery is often referred to as the write
less do more javascript library it allows a few clear lines of elegant
well tested code to replace many pages of complex hand coded script
speeding development times and providing substantial cost savings you
will find jquery 2 recipes problem solution approach to be an excellent
value and a feature packed resource as you begin to include jquery in
your own projects this book is bursting with fully worked example
recipes showing the core jquery frameworks jquery jquery mobile jquery
ui in action starting with fundamental principals and progressing to
more advanced topics you ll be shown how to make the very best use of
jquery every step of the way early on you ll learn to work confidently
with dynamic data and to handle the jquery events that form the
foundation of your application we ll then build on this foundation to
demonstrate how fully working user interface animations and ajax data
validation can be constructed within jquery we ll show how add on
libraries like jqwidgets can be deployed to create professional quality
apps for both the desktop and web with minimal coding finally a full set
of debugging and error handling recipes is included to help you track
down bugs and ensure your code is as robust as it can be
jQuery 2 Recipes 2014-09-26 jquery 2 0 is the latest version of the
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jquery framework suitable for modern web browsers it provides a robust
api for web application development it is fast becoming the tool of
choice for web developers the world over and sets the standard for
simplicity flexibility and extensibility in website design in pro jquery
2 0 seasoned author adam freeman demonstrates how to get the most from
jquery 2 0 by focussing on the practical features of the technology and
how they can be applied to solving real world problems in this
comprehensive reference he goes in depth to give you the practical
knowledge that you need each topic is covered clearly and concisely and
is packed with the details you ll need to learn to be truly effective
the most important features are given a no nonsense in depth treatment
and chapters contain examples that demonstrate both the power and the
subtlety of jquery
Pro jQuery 2.0 2013-11-26 jquery is the most popular javascript library
in use today appearing on nearly two thirds of the 10 000 most visited
sites on the web with this sort of popularity it s clear that asp net
developers can t afford to miss out by combining jquery with asp net you
get the best of both worlds the client side interactivity and
responsiveness of javascript with the robustness and extensibility of
microsoft s web stack beginning jquery 2 for asp net developers shows
you how to begin with you ll find out how jquery hooks up with your asp
net controls and simplifies event handling by keeping it in the browser
then you ll learn to handle dynamic content and responsive layouts by
interacting with the dom effects and animations are one of the most
popular uses of the jquery library so we cover that next showing you how
to get a sleek modern look and feel to your site using some of the vast
library of javascript that s already out there waiting to be used ajax
is one of the areas where jquery really shines so you ll find out how to
make ajax calls to a web service and get data onto a page without
waiting for slow asp net postbacks every time and no book on jquery
would be complete without jquery mobile the popular mobile web framework
that gets you writing sites that work across all the major mobile
platforms
Beginning jQuery 2 for ASP.NET Developers 2014-01-21 realtime apps with
html5 websocket php and jquery is a guide for beginner to intermediate
level web developers looking to take the next leap forward in website
and app development realtime with realtime apps you ll be able to
quickly get up to speed on what html5 websocket does how it is going to
affect the future of the web as we know it and thanks to pusher s simple
api start developing your first realtime app today using a practical
approach rather than focusing on dry theory realtime apps will guide you
through building your first app using html5 css3 jquery and pusher after
your initial introduction to the technologies used in the book you ll
immediately jump into the process of creating a realtime q a app that
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will work on desktop browsers as well as mobile phones including ios and
android in addition to learning realtime development strategies you ll
also learn progressive development strategies including responsive css3
layouts ajax development with jquery and more the future of the web is
realtime grab your hoverboard introduces you to the revolutionary
capabilities of the html5 websocket api gets you started with websocket
immediately using the super simple pusher api walks you through the
development of a real life realtime web app gets you working with
responsive layouts jquery and ajax development
Realtime Web Apps 2013-06-25 jquery is one of today s most popular
javascript web application development frameworks and libraries jquery
recipes can get you started with jquery quickly and easily and it will
serve as a valuable long term reference the book begins with small
initial problems that developers typically face while working with
jquery and gradually goes deeper to explore more complex problems the
solutions include illustrations and clear concise explanations of the
code using this book and jquery your web sites will be more dynamic and
lively
jQuery Recipes 2010-04-28 jquery is one of the most popular and powerful
javascript libraries available today it s widely used to create rich
user experiences and to simplify website and application development it
is the tool of choice for web developers everywhere and sets the
standard for simplicity flexibility and extensibility this book
demonstrates how jquery can be used with html5 to achieve excellent
results in pro jquery seasoned author adam freeman explains how to get
the most from jquery by focusing on the features you need for your
project he starts with the nuts and bolts and shows you everything
through to advanced features going in depth to give you the knowledge
you need getting the most from jquery is essential to truly mastering
web development
Pro jQuery 2012-06-12 you need to build an app and you need it to run
everywhere and you need it now jquery mobile gives you the ability to
write once and run everywhere using jquery and jquery ui pro jquery
mobile will teach you how to create themable responsive native looking
applications for ios android windows phone blackberry and more discover
what sets jquery mobile apart from other mobile web development
platforms walk through practical examples of jquery mobile features
including design elements and event handling dig into the jquery api
integrate web services and learn how to publish to app stores with phone
gap jquery mobile is a framework for delivering cross platform mobile
web applications with a unified interface jquery mobile combines
responsive layouts with progressive enhancement to render the best
possible user experience from a single code base with pro jquery mobile
you ll be creating amazing mobile apps in no time
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Pro jQuery Mobile 2012-01-25 proficiency in bootstrap ajax and jquery is
paramount in modern web development due to their significant
contributions to creating engaging and functional web applications
bootstrap with its extensive library of pre designed components and
responsive grid system expedites ui development while ensuring
consistency and adaptability across various devices and screen sizes
ajax empowers developers to implement dynamic and asynchronous
communication between the client and server enabling real time updates
without requiring full page reloads this enhances user experience by
providing smoother interactions and reducing latency crucial for today s
fast paced digital environments further jquery simplifies client side
scripting by abstracting complex javascript operations into concise and
reusable functions facilitating efficient dom manipulation event
handling and ajax requests mastery of these technologies not only aligns
developers with industry standards but also enhances the employability
opportunities by demonstrating their ability to create visually
appealing responsive and interactive web applications that meet the
evolving demands of users and businesses alike in the competitive web
development landscape this book offers a comprehensive hands on
experience designed to equip readers with mastery over fundamental
concepts in web development
Mastering Bootstrap, AJAX, and jQuery for Elevating Web Experiences with
Advanced Development Techniques 2024-04-25 quickly find solutions to
dozens of common programming problems encountered while building java
applications content is presented in the popular problem solution format
look up the programming problem that you want to resolve read the
solution apply the solution directly in your own code problem solved
this revised edition covers important new features such as java 9 s
jshell and the new modularity features enabling you to separate code
into independent modules that perform discrete tasks also covered are
the new garbage collection algorithm and completely revamped process api
enhanced json coverage is provided as well as a new chapter on
javaserver faces development for web applications what you ll learn
develop java se applications using the latest in java se technology
exploit advanced features like modularity and lambdas use jshell to
quickly develop solutions build dynamic web applications with javascript
and project nashorn create great looking web interfaces with javaserver
faces generate graphics and work with media such as sound and video add
internationalization support to your java applications who this book is
for both beginning java programmers and advanced java developers
Java 9 Recipes 2017-05-31 pro sharepoint with jquery is all about how to
work seamlessly with the two popular technologies to create rich and
interactive web parts application pages and more in this book author
phill duffy provides complete meaningful and realistic examples to
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really help you understand the key concepts and their integration points
inside you ll find all the tools and resources you need to use jquery to
provide the next level of sharepoint functionality learn what it takes
to get ready to use jquery how to create rich responsive and highly
functional user interfaces how to call the sharepoint web services and
work with html elements and much more with pro sharepoint with jquery
takes you through the different ways of integrating jquery into your
sharepoint environment provides various levels of projects to show off
the extensive capabilities of jquery within sharepoint teaches you how
to provide rich fluent and interactive jquery enabled user interfaces
Pro SharePoint with jQuery 2012-06-09 knowledge and technology adoption
diffusion and transfer international perspectives is filled with
original scientific and quality research articles on management
information systems technology diffusion and business systems
application aspects of e commerce e government and mobile application as
a forum of multi disciplinary and interdisciplinary dialogue it
addresses research on all aspects of innovation diffusion in the field
of business computing technologies and their past present and future use
this title serves as a vital source of information for researchers and
practitioners alike
Knowledge and Technology Adoption, Diffusion, and Transfer:
International Perspectives 2012-06-30 the topic of enterprise
information systems eis is having an increasingly relevant strategic
impact on global business and the world economy and organizations are
undergoing hard investments in search of the rewarding benefits of
efficiency and effectiveness that these ranges of solutions promise
organizational integration of enterprise systems and resources
advancements and applications show that eis are at the same time
responsible for tremendous gains in some companies and tremendous losses
in others therefore their adoption should be carefully planned and
managed this title highlights new ways to identify opportunities and
overtake trends and challenges of eis selection adoption and
exploitation as it is filled with models solutions tools and case
studies the book provides researchers scholars and professionals with
some of the most advanced research solutions and discussions of
enterprise information systems design implementation and management
Organizational Integration of Enterprise Systems and Resources:
Advancements and Applications 2012-06-30 this book constitutes the
refereed proceedings of the second international conference on augmented
and virtual reality avr 2015 held in lecce italy in september 2015 the
32 papers and 8 short papers presented were carefully reviewed and
selected from 82 submissions the salento avr 2015 conference brings
together a community of researchers from academia and industry computer
scientists engineers and physicians in order to share points of views
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knowledge experiences and scientific and technical results related to
state of the art solutions and technologies on virtual and augmented
reality applications for medicine cultural heritage education industrial
sectors as well as the demonstration of advanced products and
technologies
Augmented and Virtual Reality 2015-08-14 production management and
process control proceedings of the 13th international conference on
applied human factors and ergonomics ahfe 2022 july 24 28 2022 new york
usa
Production Management and Process Control 2022-07-24 as real time and
integrated systems become increasingly sophisticated issues related to
development life cycles non recurring engineering costs and poor synergy
between development teams will arise the handbook of research on
embedded systems design provides insights from the computer science
community on integrated systems research projects taking place in the
european region this premier references work takes a look at the diverse
range of design principles covered by these projects from specification
at high abstraction levels using standards such as uml and related
profiles to intermediate design phases this work will be invaluable to
designers of embedded software academicians students practitioners
professionals and researchers working in the computer science industry
Handbook of Research on Embedded Systems Design 2014-06-30 with pro ios
and android apps for business you can take your web development
experience and apply it toward creating a full featured business app
from soup to nuts frank zammetti shows you how to create a client app
using jquery mobile wrapped in phonegap and how to create a node js
based server that uses mongodb as its data store you never have to deal
with learning objective c java or any other difficult to learn language
instead you can build on your existing html5 javascript and css
experience to quickly and effectively build any app your business needs
you can apply this knowledge to ios and android apps as well as other
mobile platforms since the technologies used support most modern mobile
platforms as well you ll learn how to design a full featured app
including requirements like offline access how to build the client side
of the app using jquery mobile including adding stub code for calling
the node js server how to create a simple server with node js and
interact with it using rest how to use mongodb with node js for data
storage how to use phonegap to ready your app for mobile deployment how
to test and debug your app on ios and android pro ios and android apps
for business is for experienced web developers who need to get up to
speed quickly in building ios and android apps for business are you
ready to join the mobile revolution using the same technologies you
already use to build great web applications if so this is the book for
you what you ll learn how to design a full featured app including
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requirements like offline access how to build the client side of the app
using jquery mobile including adding stub code for calling the node js
server how to create a simple server with node js and interact with it
using rest how to use mongodb with node js for data storage how to use
phonegap to ready your app for mobile deployment how to test and debug
your app on ios and android who this book is for experienced web devs
who need to get up to speed quickly in building ios and android apps for
business html css javascript experience highly recommended table of
contentspart i the client chapter 1 designing my mobile organizer
chapter 2 introducing jquery and jquery mobile chapter 3 writing the
application with jquery mobile part i chapter 4 writing the application
with jquery mobile part ii part ii the server chapter 5 introducing node
js chapter 6 introducing mongodb chapter 7 writing the server with node
js and mongodb part i chapter 8 writing the server with node js and
mongodb part ii part iii putting it all together chapter 9 introducing
phonegap chapter 10 the final build going mobile with phonegap
Pro IOS and Android Apps for Business 2013-10-23 hit the ground running
with this book to quickly learn the fundamentals of html form processing
user authentication and database crud create read update and delete
operations using the asp net core family of technologies you will
utilize cutting edge and popular technology options from both the server
side and client side to help you achieve your web application goals as
quickly as possible developers who want to learn asp net core and
complementary technologies are often overwhelmed by the large number of
options involved in building modern web applications this book
introduces you to the most popular options so that you can confidently
begin working on projects in no time you will learn by example building
a sample application that demonstrates how the same application can be
built using different options this experiential approach will give you
the basic skills and knowledge to understand how the options work
together so that you can make an informed decision about the available
choices their trade offs and code level comparison after reading this
book you will be able to choose your selected learning path what you
will learn develop data entry forms in asp net core complete with
validations and processing perform crud operations using server side
options asp net core mvc razor pages apis and blazor perform crud
operations using client side options jquery and angular secure web
applications using asp net core identity cookie authentication and jwt
authentication use rdbms and nosql data stores sql server azure sql
database azure cosmos db and mongodb for crud operations deploy asp net
core web applications to iis and azure app service who this book is for
developers who possess a basic understanding of asp net and how web
applications work some experience with visual studio 2017 or higher c
and javascript is helpful
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Beginning Database Programming Using ASP.NET Core 3 2019-12-11
technological advances in the field of it lead to the creation of new
programs intended to merge the advantages of desktop based programs with
the advantages of based programs in order to increase user accessibility
and provide effective computer performance frameworks methodologies and
tools for developing rich internet applications presents current
research and analysis on the use of javascript and software development
to establish new programs intended for the with an in depth look at
computer and programming this publication emphasizes the benefits and
dynamic qualities of these emerging technologies this book is an
essential reference source for academicians researchers students
practitioners and professionals interested in understanding and applying
the advances in the combined fields of engineering and desktop
programming in order to increase computer users visual experience and
interactivity
Frameworks, Methodologies, and Tools for Developing Rich Internet
Applications 2014-09-30 this book is a multi disciplinary effort that
involves world wide experts from diverse fields such as artificial
intelligence human computer interaction information technology data
mining statistics adaptive user interfaces decision support systems
marketing and consumer behavior it comprehensively covers the topic of
recommender systems which provide personalized recommendations of items
or services to the new users based on their past behavior recommender
system methods have been adapted to diverse applications including
social networking movie recommendation query log mining news
recommendations and computational advertising this book synthesizes both
fundamental and advanced topics of a research area that has now reached
maturity recommendations in agricultural or healthcare domains and
contexts the context of a recommendation can be viewed as important side
information that affects the recommendation goals different types of
context such as temporal data spatial data social data tagging data and
trustworthiness are explored this book illustrates how this technology
can support the user in decision making planning and purchasing
processes in agricultural healthcare sectors
Recommender System with Machine Learning and Artificial Intelligence
2020-07-08 the volume includes a set of selected papers extended and
revised from the 2011 international conference on mechanical engineering
and technology held on london uk november 24 25 2011 mechanical
engineering technology is the application of physical principles and
current technological developments to the creation of useful machinery
and operation design technologies such as solid models may be used as
the basis for finite element analysis fea and or computational fluid
dynamics cfd of the design through the application of computer aided
manufacturing cam the models may also be used directly by software to
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create instructions for the manufacture of objects represented by the
models through computer numerically controlled cnc machining or other
automated processes without the need for intermediate drawings this
volume covers the subject areas of mechanical engineering and technology
and also covers interdisciplinary subject areas of computers
communications control and automation we hope that researchers graduate
students and other interested readers benefit scientifically from the
book and also find it stimulating in the process
Instrumentation, Measurement, Circuits and Systems 2012-03-09 this
thesis is about a new model querying and transformation approach called
funnyqt which is realized as a set of apis and embedded domain specific
languages dsls in the jvm based functional lisp dialect clojure founded
on a powerful model management api funnyqt provides querying services
such as comprehensions quantified expressions regular path expressions
logic based relational model querying and pattern matching on the
transformation side it supports the definition of unidirectional model
to model transformations of in place transformations it supports
defining bidirectional transformations and it supports a new kind of co
evolution transformations that allow for evolving a model together with
its metamodel simultaneously several properties make funnyqt unique
foremost it is just a clojure library thus funnyqt queries and
transformations are clojure programs however most higher level services
are provided as task oriented embedded dsls which use clojure s powerful
macro system to support the user with tailor made language constructs
important for the task at hand since queries and transformations are
just clojure programs they may use any clojure or java library for their
own purpose e g they may use some templating library for defining model
to text transformations conversely like every clojure program funnyqt
queries and transformations compile to normal jvm byte code and can
easily be called from other jvm languages furthermore funnyqt is
platform independent and designed with extensibility in mind by default
it supports the eclipse modeling framework and jgralab and support for
other modeling frameworks can be added with minimal effort and without
having to modify the respective framework s classes or funnyqt itself
lastly because funnyqt is embedded in a functional language it has a
functional emphasis itself every query and every transformation compiles
to a function which can be passed around given to higher order functions
or be parametrized with other functions
A Functional, Comprehensive and Extensible Multi-Platform Querying and
Transformation Approach 2015-07-11 advancements in technology have
allowed for the creation of new tools and innovations that can improve
different aspects of life these applications can be utilized across
different technological platforms application development and design
concepts methodologies tools and applications is a comprehensive
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reference source for the latest scholarly material on trends techniques
and uses of various technology applications and examines the benefits
and challenges of these computational developments highlighting a range
of pertinent topics such as software design mobile applications and web
applications this multi volume book is ideally designed for researchers
academics engineers professionals students and practitioners interested
in emerging technology applications
Hypermodelling 2013 as technology continues to evolve the popularity of
mobile computing has become inherent within today s society with the
majority of the population using some form of mobile device it has
become increasingly important to develop more efficient cloud platforms
modern software engineering methodologies for mobile and cloud
environments investigates emergent trends and research on innovative
software platforms in mobile and cloud computing featuring state of the
art software engineering methods as well as new techniques being
utilized in the field this book is a pivotal reference source for
professionals researchers practitioners and students interested in
mobile and cloud environments
Application Development and Design: Concepts, Methodologies, Tools, and
Applications 2017-08-11 this book gathers a collection of high quality
peer reviewed research papers presented at the international conference
on intelligent computing communication and devices iccd 2018 which
address three core dimensions of the intelligent sciences intelligent
computing intelligent communication and intelligent devices intelligent
computing includes areas such as intelligent and distributed computing
intelligent grid and cloud computing internet of things soft computing
and engineering applications data mining and knowledge discovery
semantic and web technology hybrid systems agent computing
bioinformatics and recommendation systems in turn intelligent
communication is concerned with communication and network technologies
such as mobile broadband and all optical networks which are the key to
groundbreaking advances in intelligent communication technologies it
includes communication hardware software and networked intelligence
mobile technologies machine to machine communication networks speech and
natural language processing routing techniques and network analytics
wireless ad hoc and sensor networks communications and information
security signal image and video processing network management and
traffic engineering lastly intelligent devices refer to any equipment
instruments or machines that have their own computing capability and
covers areas such as embedded systems radiofrequency identification rfid
radiofrequency microelectromechanical systems rf mems very large scale
integration vlsi design and electronic devices analog and mixed signal
integrated circuit ic design and testing microelectromechanical systems
mems and microsystems solar cells and photonics nanodevices single
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electron and spintronic devices space electronics and intelligent
robotics
Modern Software Engineering Methodologies for Mobile and Cloud
Environments 2016-01-20 the integration of applied intelligence with
software has been an essential enabler for science and the new economy
creating new possibilities for a more reliable flexible and robust
society but current software methodologies tools and techniques often
fall short of expectations and are not yet sufficiently robust or
reliable for a constantly changing and evolving market this book
presents the proceedings of somet 22 the 21st international conference
on new trends in intelligent software methodology tools and techniques
held from 20 22 september 2022 in kitakyushu japan the somet conference
provides a platform for the exchange of ideas and experience in the
field of software technology with the emphasis on human centric software
methodologies end user development techniques and emotional reasoning
for optimal performance the 58 papers presented here were each carefully
reviewed by 3 or 4 referees for technical soundness relevance
originality significance and clarity they were then revised before being
selected by the international reviewing committee the papers are
arranged in 9 chapters software systems with intelligent design software
systems security and techniques formal techniques for system software
and quality assessment applied intelligence in software intelligent
decision support systems cyber physical systems knowledge science and
intelligent computing ontology in data and software and machine learning
in systems software the book assembles the work of scholars from the
international research community to capture the essence of the new state
of the art in software science and its supporting technology and will be
of interest to all those working in the field
Recent Trends in Intelligent Computing, Communication and Devices
2019-10-02 this book presents revised selected papers from the 15th
international forum on digital tv and multimedia communication iftc 2018
held in shanghai china in september 2018 the 39 full papers presented in
this volume were carefully reviewed and selected from 130 submissions
they were organized in topical sections on image processing machine
learning quality assessment telecommunications video coding video
surveillance virtual reality
New Trends in Intelligent Software Methodologies, Tools and Techniques
2022-10-11 this book focuses on the ways in which resiliency can foster
the transformation of cities there is a growing need for our cities to
be transformed into smart cities in this regard tremendous efforts are
called for in order to face the environmental challenges that play a
major role in the creation or transformation of cities and environments
this book covers a broad range of applications and approaches that are
smart and resilient which when combined offer much more flexibility
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concerning the future of our cities consequently this simple combination
which is producing sweeping changes around the globe has attracted
considerable attention from scholars and decision makers alike
Digital TV and Multimedia Communication 2019-05-10 html5 programming for
asp net developers teaches you to harness the power and flexibility of
html5 in your asp net forms and asp net mvc applications focusing on the
programmable features of html5 that will be most useful to you as an asp
net developer this book will take you straight to the heart of what you
can get out of this new technology html5 is an emerging web standard
that has received a great deal of attention from browser companies and
the developer community encompassing html javascript enhancements and
css3 specifications but html5 isn t just about markup a major part of
html5 is its programmable features and apis which make up the core of
this book html5 programming for asp net developers will show you how to
add interactivity and media to your sites using the canvas and audio and
video apis make your web applications work offline understand client
side storage options using web storage and work with local files using
the file api use the communication api and sockets for easier
communication between server and client other topics include
multithreading with workers understanding the new input types using
geolocation and enhancing your web forms and views with css3 all major
browsers already support html5 to varying degrees and are aggressively
working to provide full fledged standardized support start using html5
in your projects today and build future ready web applications that take
advantage of the exciting features that html5 has to offer
Resilient and Responsible Smart Cities 2021-08-18 the implementation of
effective decision making protocols is crucial in any organizational
environment in modern society emerging advancements in technology and
analytics have optimized uses and applications of decision making
systems decision management concepts methodologies tools and
applications is a compendium of the latest academic material on the
control support usage and strategies for implementing efficient decision
making systems across a variety of industries and fields featuring
comprehensive coverage on numerous perspectives such as data
visualization pattern analysis and predictive analytics this multi
volume book is an essential reference source for researchers academics
professionals managers students and practitioners interested in the
maintenance and optimization of decision management processes
HTML5 Programming for ASP.NET Developers 2012-12-18 the field of data
mining is receiving significant attention in today s information rich
society where data is available from different sources and formats in
large volumes and no longer constitutes a bottleneck for knowledge
acquisition this rich information has paved the way for novel areas of
research particularly in the crime data analysis realm data mining
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trends and applications in criminal science and investigations presents
scientific concepts and frameworks of data mining and analytics
implementation and uses across various domains such as public safety
criminal investigations intrusion detection crime scene analysis and
suspect modeling exploring the diverse ways that data is revolutionizing
the field of criminal science this publication meets the research needs
of law enforcement professionals data analysts investigators researchers
and graduate level students
Decision Management: Concepts, Methodologies, Tools, and Applications
2017-01-30 research and scholarly communication is increasingly seen in
the light of open science making research processes and results more
accessible and collaborative this brings with it the chance to better
connect research and society by introducing new avenues for engagement
with citizens this book presents the proceedings of the 19th
international conference on electronic publishing elpub held in valetta
malta in september 2015 this year s conference explores the interplay of
two dimensions of electronic publishing the ever growing volume of
digital collections and the improved understanding of the widest user
group citizens this exciting theme encompasses human cultural economic
social technological legal policy related commercial and other relevant
aspects echoing the conference agenda the book covers a wide range of
topics including engagement with citizens and professionals enhanced
publishing and new paradigms discovery and digital libraries open access
and open science as well as the use and reuse of data addressing the
most recent developments in these areas the book will be of interest to
practitioners researchers and students in information science as well as
users of electronic publishing
Data Mining Trends and Applications in Criminal Science and
Investigations 2016-06-20 strengthen your overall coding skills by
exploring the wonderful wild and often weird world of esoteric languages
esolangs strange code starts with a dive into the underlying history of
programming covering the early computer science concepts like turing
machines and turing completeness that led to the languages we use today
it then explores the realm of atypical programming languages introducing
you to the out of the box thinking that comes from these unusual
approaches to coding later chapters address the even more unusual
esolangs nearly all of which are like nothing you ve ever seen finally
author ron kneusel helps you develop and use two entirely new
programming languages you may not apply these languages in your day job
but this one of a kind book will motivate you to think differently about
what it means to express thought through code while discovering the far
flung boundaries of programming you ll learn how to program with
pictures using piet how to write two dimensional programs in befunge how
to implement machine learning algorithms using the text pattern matching
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language snobol how to decipher brainfuck code like lilihow to design
and create two original programming languages learning to think in these
languages will make you a better more confident programmer
New Avenues for Electronic Publishing in the Age of Infinite Collections
and Citizen Science: Scale, Openness and Trust 2015-09-03
Strange Code 2022-09-27
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